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With just K on the clock and a very clean body, could this be an emerging modern day
collectible? This one likely checks a lot of boxes for fans of this era of truck with the single cab,
four-wheel drive and the 7. The interior does show some signs of wear, with the edge of the
bench seat slightly frayed and the door seal fuzz slightly soiled. Minor issues for sure, and the
rest of the interior is holding up well, including the carpets and door panels. The seller says it
comes with all books and manuals and two sets of keys, which are qualities of a gently-used
daily driver, not a truck that sat on the jobsite and got passed around to different drivers. While
some may prefer the four-door examples, the single-cab ensures fewer passengers mucking up
the rugs. The 7. Basic items like the health of the glow plugs and injectors would be useful
information, along with the shifting action of the automatic transmission. While the New Jersey
location may be a cause for concern, underbody photos show virtually no signs of rust
anywhere. Beautiful Highly Desirable Truck. A genuine workhorse and a real bargain priced
much cheaper than a new truck. Just needs a plow mounted up front and will be ready to ring
the register next winter! Thanks but no thanks. You must not follow the pre-emissions era diesel
truck market. These trucks are still in high demand by diesel guys. I would say the new owner
will either put a fifth wheel attachment in the bed or a plow on the front, too heavy duty for the
common homeowner. They are great work trucks, and the main difference between the and was
actually just the load rating on the equipped tires, could get max cargo and max tow packages
or whatever was called back then on either trim. I have a Brother-in-law that has the same Truck
only Blue! Good hard working Truck. The truck always ran good until his lame brain son put gas
in it in a hurry one day, he made it about 5 miles when the motor blew up!!!! Dan and I put a long
block in it and he kept it a few more years and traded it off! The new ones had the Powerstroke,
but the older ones had the worthless pre-Powerstroke, Huge difference. Nice truck here. If this
had the longer cab super cab? The refinement of new diesels tend to make this powersroke a
little too inefficient and loud. I ordered a brand new E Chateau van back in the day with the 7.
Put a superchip on it and got 20mpg on the highway. Then in I ordered a superduty with a 6.
Most on this website know the transmissions before were weak behind the 7. I believe Ford had
a class action lawsuit against them for their injector problems. Injector wiring harness problems
as well. A friend has two trucks with a 7. He said nothing beats over lbs of torque of the 6. It
would be called an extended cab. True newer diesels are more refined and quieter but the fact is
the 6. Your comments regarding the trans is likely coming from guys modding their 7. Not sure
about your comments regarding the injector system as the 7. Adam, Injector wiring harnesses
could burn up under the valvecovers on these trucks. The HEUI injectors were a great idea, but
the high pressure oil pump and the huge shear forces imparted to the oil insured you were
changing your oil 16 qts of it every 5K miles. Not to mention, the injectors were so sensitive to
dirt, many owners made it a habit to change the fuel filter every other oil change. Speaking of
the fuel filter, the housing had an intricate heater built in, that would fail. Not a big deal, but over
time, these housings start to leak diesel and are expensive and a pain to replace. Even with all
my complaining about what could go wrong, I absolutely loved my I sold it with K, as little
things just kept going wrong and were becoming a pain to fix. I have owned my 97 7. Regular oil
and fuel filter changes are a must. The worst problem I have had to date was the mechanical
fuel pump went out. Other things that would go out on any vehicle are common, starter, alt, etc.
All that stuff is usually related to some electrical component or sensor anyway. Could not agree
more. For the newer bodystyle with a 7. Never had a 6. You could not buy a truck today purpose
built that would be as dependable as this one. I think if you were seriously considering this
truck you should do a very thorough inspection before bidding. The XLT call out is on the
tailgate. But without question this truck has been repainted. Also that engine bay is pretty grimy
for k miles. My 97 with k Miles was all original garage stored since day 1 and religiously cleaned
to prevent any corrosion and it was much more cherry than this example. That is a fender badge
on the tailgate. For an XLT the tailgate should have an aluminum applique about 12 inches wide
running across the entire width carrying a black reflector and the Ford block letters on the lower
right side. On the negative side you can sure tell this is an East Coast truck it may not have rust
as the East Coast knows it, but from the looks at it you can see the rust stains on all the bolt
heads everywhere. Glow plug harnesses and relay problems always seemed to haunt 7. Recall
was to punch additional holes in the air filter housing. Being a former Ford parts and service
director I am just now getting over reliving the customer nightmares from these. Gotta know
some mod tricks oil burners dot com. B sure to ck how the specific vehicle U look was optioned
due to an incredible array of choices read price differences. Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: Ford. Like This? Get Our Daily
Email. Comments Jack M. This guy really likes his Amor All!!! Not often that you see a reflection

in a tire! John T. Big Mike. Howard A Member. That 7. Scot Douglas. One thing no 7.
Good-looking truck. Mike L. Ryan F Strout. Not a pig with lipstick on but certainly has been
dolled up. Yours looks like a F Richard Hines. Diesel gals might like it too! Chad 6. Stored For 16
Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! With just K on the clock
and a very clean body, could this be an emerging modern day collectible? This one likely
checks a lot of boxes for fans of this era of truck with the single cab, four-wheel drive and the 7.
The interior does show some signs of wear, with the edge of the bench seat slightly frayed and
the door seal fuzz slightly soiled. Minor issues for sure, and the rest of the interior is holding up
well, including the carpets and door panels. The seller says it comes with all books and
manuals and two sets of keys, which are qualities of a gently-used daily driver, not a truck that
sat on the jobsite and got passed around to different drivers. While some may prefer the
four-door examples, the single-cab ensures fewer passengers mucking up the rugs. The 7.
Basic items like the health of the glow plugs and injectors would be useful information, along
with the shifting action of the automatic transmission. While the New Jersey location may be a
cause for concern, underbody photos show virtually no signs of rust anywhere. Beautiful Highly
Desirable Truck. A genuine workhorse and a real bargain priced much cheaper than a new
truck. Just needs a plow mounted up front and will be ready to ring the register next winter!
Thanks but no thanks. You must not follow the pre-emissions era diesel truck market. These
trucks are still in high demand by diesel guys. I would say the new owner will either put a fifth
wheel attachment in the bed or a plow on the front, too heavy duty for the common homeowner.
They are great work trucks, and the main difference between the and was actually just the load
rating on the equipped tires, could get max cargo and max tow packages or whatever was called
back then on either trim. I have a Brother-in-law that has the same Truck only Blue! Good hard
working Truck. The truck always ran good until his lame brain son put gas in it in a hurry one
day, he made it about 5 miles when the motor blew up!!!! Dan and I put a long block in it and he
kept it a few more years and traded it off! The new ones had the Powerstroke, but the older ones
had the worthless pre-Powerstroke, Huge difference. Nice truck here. If this had the longer cab
super cab? The refinement of new diesels tend to make this powersroke a little too inefficient
and loud. I ordered a brand new E Chateau van back in the day with the 7. Put a superchip on it
and got 20mpg on the highway. Then in I ordered a superduty with a 6. Most on this website
know the transmissions before were weak behind the 7. I believe Ford had a class action lawsuit
against them for their injector problems. Injector wiring harness problems as well. A friend has
two trucks with a 7. He said nothing beats over lbs of torque of the 6. It would be called an
extended cab. True newer diesels are more refined and quieter but the fact is the 6. Your
comments regarding the trans is likely coming from guys modding their 7. Not sure about your
comments regarding the injector system as the 7. Adam, Injector wiring harnesses could burn
up under the valvecovers on these trucks. The HEUI injectors were a great idea, but the high
pressure oil pump and the huge shear forces imparted to the oil insured you were changing
your oil 16 qts of it every 5K miles. Not to mention, the injectors were so sensitive to dirt, many
owners made it a habit to change the fuel filter every other oil change. Speaking of the fuel filter,
the housing had an intricate heater built in, that would fail. Not a big deal, but over time, these
housings start to leak diesel and are expensive and a pain to replace. Even with all my
complaining about what could go wrong, I absolutely loved my I sold it with K, as little things
just kept going wrong and were becoming a pain to fix. I have owned my 97 7. Regular oil and
fuel filter changes are a must. The worst problem I have had to date was the mechanical fuel
pump went out. Other things that would go out on any vehicle are common, starter, alt, etc. All
that stuff is usually related to some electrical component or sensor anyway. Could not agree
more. For the newer bodystyle with a 7. Never had a 6. You could not buy a truck today purpose
built that would be as dependable as this one. I think if you were seriously considering this
truck you should do a very thorough inspection before bidding. The XLT call out is on the
tailgate. But without question this truck has been repainted. Also that engine bay is pretty grimy
for k miles. My 97 with k Miles was all original garage stored since day 1 and religiously cleaned
to prevent any corrosion and it was much more cherry than this example. That is a fender badge
on the tailgate. For an XLT the tailgate should have an aluminum applique about 12 inches wide
running across the entire width carrying a black reflector and the Ford block letters on the lower
right side. On the negative side you can sure tell this is an East Coast truck it may not have rust
as the East Coast knows it, but from the looks at it you can see the rust stains on all the bolt
heads everywhere. Glow plug harnesses and relay problems always seemed to haunt 7. Recall
was to punch additional holes in the air filter housing. Being a former Ford parts and service
director I am just now getting over reliving the customer nightmares from these. Gotta know

some mod tricks oil burners dot com. B sure to ck how the specific vehicle U look was optioned
due to an incredible array of choices read price differences. Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: Ford. Like This? Get Our Daily
Email. Comments Jack M. This guy really likes his Amor All!!! Not often that you see a reflection
in a tire! John T. Big Mike. Howard A Member. That 7. Scot Douglas. One thing no 7.
Good-looking truck. Mike L. Ryan F Strout. Not a pig with lipstick on but certainly has been
dolled up. Yours looks like a F Richard Hines. Diesel gals might like it too! Chad 6. Stored For 16
Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! We have the parts for your
four wheel drive. Performance Truck Products: Providing the best performance parts and
accessories for both gas and diesel trucks since Performance Truck Products was founded due
to the lack of customer based performance shops available at that time. Since then, we have
grown into a world leader in performance part sales and distribution. Use this by itself or in
conjunction with an RSK kit to improve ride and handling even more. Constructed of 1. This
trackbar will work from stock up to 3" of lift or larger with the use of a drop trackbar bracket. To
develop this kit we worked closely with the people that matter the most, you guys! This was the
first kit on the market to offer a complete bolt on RSK reverse shackle kit to use the Superduty
springs on the OBS old body style 4x4 trucks that requires no frame or bumper modifications.
With this kit, you can bolt on our conversion hangers using existing holes in your frame and
clear all factory bumper mounts and components. For trucks that are wanting to install anâ€¦.
Bronco Graveyard has thousands of parts for sale for new and classic Fords. Shop now. Front
track bar frame bracket designed to match the OE bracket but built with much stronger laser cut
steel. The main structure is heavily gusseted to prevent any concerns of twisting. These are a
direct bolt on setup that does not interfere with any stock components unlike many other drop
plates or such being offered for these trucks. We also make a stock version for those that are
wanting to do an TTB twin traction beam conversion and are having trouble sourcing an OEM
bracket. Easy Access LED bed light strip install brings daylight to dark toolboxes. Looking for a
place to mount your license plate that looks "right" after installing your new winch? The EZ-Flip
License Plate Bracket installs easily to your existing roller fairlead providing access to your
winch cable when things get a little hairy. The money raised from the sale of these license
plates goes directly to the organization. Since the inception of specialty license plate millions of
dollars have been [â€¦]. We are proud to offer what we think is the most unique lift block on the
market today. Our heavy duty lift blocks incorporate the u-bolts for an extremely solid and
secure setup. You will never have to worry about your block shifting around, or worse yet a
failure. Many aftermarket lifts make you stack multiple blocks which not only looks bad but
could allow one to be spit out. Replace them with one of our blocks to prevent any worry! Car
Trailer. Diesel Trucks Ford Trucks. Truck Mods. Classic Car Insurance. Winch Cable Front
License Plate. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on this item. The
seller has relisted this item or one like this. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add
to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Dec 11, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read
item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Let me start by saying to please take a few mins to
read the full add. Its worth your time and this truck deserves it! This truck is by far one of the
nicest examples of a OBS old body style Ford Powerstoke pickup you will find anywhere! This
one spent most of its life in Georgia where it towed a small horse trailer on occasion. It was then
brought up to Ohio where it was treated with Fluid Film rust preventive undercoating product
and occasionally pulled a small one car trailer for my auto salvage business. This truck has
been extremely well maintained and babied. Truck is turn key and needs nothing and will run for
many more years and s of thousands of miles more!! There is very little rust anywhere on this
truck except for one small area a few inches long shown in the rocker panel below the extended
cab portion of the body on the passenger side shown in pictures that can easily be repaired. My
family and I have owned and maintained OBS and super duty 7. We have owned or still own:.
Truck has dual fuel tanks with a 16 gal rear tank and a 19 gal front tank. Truck is ready to work
making you money hauling and towing or for your hobbies and leisure! Bumper pull and 5th
wheel setups. Current mileage stands at ,xxx which if you know much about the 7. Only reason

we are selling this one is because we have so many of these trucks and are running out of
space to store them along with my vehicles for my auto savage and restoration business. Truck
has all the most desirable factory options as well as many great additions, upgrades, and
replacements. Comes with 3 keys. Clean Ohio title and no accidents! Body: Straight body
panels in excellent condition. Solid cab. Good bed with some minor dents. Overall great paint
but some spots with clear coat peeling. Bumpers are in great shape with little to no rust.
Tailgate is good with some minor dents, lock and unlock latch works well. Little to no rust on
body except for one small area shown in pictures. No roof or weather stripping leaks. No
accidents. No non factory welds. No broken welds or stress cracks. No warpage. Interior:
Overall good shape. Some signs of age and use. Clean interior leather surfaces and clean seats
both front and rear. Door panels are in good condition. Carpets are stained and there is crack in
the dash. The center consol and ash tray are not perfect. A few holes in the headliner.
Drivetrain: Strong running engine. Powerful and responsive. No sticky injectors. Truck has
always received proper oil and fuel additives. Glo plugs are all working, truck with start quickly
in single digits without the block heater. Smooth shifting transmission with no slippage.
Steering and Brakes: Steering is tight and in spec. No darting. Brakes are great with no leaks or
warping. All electronics work as they should including all XLT features. Fuel tank switch over
valve works. Diagnostics: There is no check engine light on nor any dash lights. The Caterpillar
diesel injection system used by International Navistar on these trucks was also evaluated which
is the HEUI Hydraulically activated electronically controlled unit injector injection system is
optimally functioning with a good glo plug test, injector buzz test, and cylinder contribution test.
The mechanical lift pump in the valley was pressure checked and is in the normal pressure
range. Trac bars. TS6 position chip with standard tunes. Large transmission cooler. Brake
controller. LED headlight conversion. Rear wheel spacers. Front end under spring block lift
easily removable. Exterior metal door step up handles. Diamond plate rear bumper. Block
heater. Newer alternator. Brand new pair of Napa batteries. Brand new under valve cover
harnesses UVCH. Tonneau cover. Diamondplate mud flaps. Bumper pull tow kit. This is an
opportunity to own the sought after and legendary 7. The 7. It is still a comparative benchmark
that everyone goes back to judge how good a new diesel truck is. Not even close. The build
quality,
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durability, reliability, and longevity has never been met to this day and clean, well taken care of,
and properly maintained examples like these are harder and harder to find with each year that
goes by. I prefer the buyer picks up the truck or arranges shipping. It can be hauled or driven. If
not I am willing to setup shipping for the buyer. Please feel free to message me with any
questions or call me at Thanks Will. Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian
Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as
is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the
reports. If you have any questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended: Dec 11, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Item location: Diamond, Ohio,
United States. Seller: thebenzgarage Seller's other items.

